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Pure Land Buddhism

Pure land faith is a typical form of Mahayana Buddhism. In India and Central 
Asia it apparently enjoyed popularity and became one of the important 
forms of Buddhist faith. It has traditionally been oriented to the lay community 
rather than the clerical body, teaching the possibility of release from samsara 
and the way to accomplish this for those incapable of mastering clerical dis
cipline, learning, and cultivation. The faithful of Pure Land Buddhism seek 
deliverance from the delusion and sufferings of samsara through transmigratory 
rebirth into a pure land—a spiritually pure realm where all conditions are 
conducive to spiritual progress—in which they can advance rapidly to en
lightenment and Buddhahood. A pure land is of course presided over by a pure 
land Buddha, a supremely compassionate Buddha who under certain conditions 
brings sentient beings to rebirth in His land and guides them to enlightenment. 
Theoretically there are many pure lands and pure land Buddhas, but tradition
ally the Buddha Amida has been the dominant pure land Buddha, and
His land, Gokuraku “Utmost Bliss,” the most important pure land.

Sentient beings, so it is believed, can attain rebirth in this pure land through 
a variety of means—faith, good works, devotion, ritual observance, aspiration, 
and so forth. Traditionally, however, the chief mode of rebirth has been nem-

1 Skt., Amitabha, “Infinite Light,” or Amitayus, “Eternal Life”; C., A-mi-Po. All 
Buddhist terms—except those Sanskrit terms which have become English—will be Roman
ized according to their Japanese pronunciations, because it is only in the Japanese religious 
and scholarly traditions that the type of Buddhism discussed here has been kept alive. 
Chinese proper names, however, will be Romanized according to their Chinese pronuncia
tions.

2 Skt., Sukhavaa; C., Chi-lo.
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bodai shin practiced various meritorious works, have
sincere faith, and have aroused their aspiration desiring to be 
bom in my country, then I will not accept perfect enlighten
ment.

20. If I should become a Buddha and the sentient beings of the ten 
quarters who hear my name, reflect (kenen on my country, 
store up a stock of merit, and sincerely dedicate it desiring to be 
bom in my country do not achieve the result [of their merit 
dedication], then I will not accept perfect enlightenment.13 14

13 T. 360, XII, 268a-b; see also The Sacred Booh of the East (hereafter reterred to as SBE), 
Vol. XLIX, Pt. II, p. 15. The numbering of the vows in the SBE version of the sutra is 
different from that of our Chinese version. Vow eighteen of the SBE corresponds to vow 
nineteen of our version, and vow nineteen of the SBE corresponds to vows eighteen and 
twenty of our version.

14 For example, see T*an-luan,s famous interpretation of “one (iebi nen — fc) in his
Commentary on tbe rasubandbu Pure Land Sbastra (Ojdron ebu T. 1819, XXXX,
834c. The teaching of the Meditation Sutra urging ten vocal nembutsu (T. 365, XII, 346a) 
undoubtedly contributed to the tendency to interpret the ten nen of the Larger Sutra as 
including vocal nembutsu. The Meditation Sutra’s nembutsu teachings will be treated below.

We will notice that these vows in effect specify certain practices and at
titudes—faith, sincerity, nembutsu, merit accumulation, etc.—by which to 
achieve rebirth, or at least they were so interpreted in China. Vow eighteen 
became the most important because it was thought to illustrate most clearly 
the compassion of Amida Buddha in providing the easiest conditions for rebirth, 
just ten nembutsu. Other passages of this sutra also specify nembutsu as 
practice for rebirth, but even considered all together the nembutsu teachings 
of this sutra are rather terse and few. Setting aside the possibility that nen in 
these teachings means “instant”—one of its possible meanings—it ostensibly 
means “thought” or “think on.” However, it seems that the Chinese inter
preters tended to consider nen (C., nien) as an abbreviation of nembutsu (C., 
nien-fu) and nembutsu as a broad technical term indicating not merely thinking 
on the Buddha, but meditative Buddha worship of any sort, for instance, con
templating His physical characteristics, reflecting on His excellencies, calling 
His name, or meditating on His absolute reality as suchness, emptiness, or 
prajndl* The meaning of the term nen, even though it literally means “think 
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on,” “remember,” etc., was therefore not necessarily limited for the Chinese 
to the simple meaning of thinking or reflecting on the Buddha. Thus the 
L^rg/?r Sutra opened the way for many interpretations and a rich growth of 
nembutsu thought.

We should note, finally, that this text provides for the rebirth of even the 
lowest beings. In particular, the eighteenth vow provides for the rebirth of all 
beings except the most depraved—patricides, etc.—and those who utterly 
reject the Buddhist faith.15 This is the fruit of Amida’s immense bodhisattva 
endeavor. He has achieved not only his own deliverance but has also effectively 
provided for that of all mankind through the easy practice of only ten nembutsu.

15 It rejects only those who have committed the five irreversible evils (gogyabu iij)— 
patricide, matricide, killing an arhat, shedding the blood of a Buddha, and destroying the 
harmony of the sangha—and those who malign the dharma (btbd sbobo ?£).

The Smaller Pure Land Sutra (Smaller SMavati vyuba sutra() was probably 
compiled after the Larger Pure Land Sutra during the first century A.D. It was 
first translated into Chinese in 402 by Kumarajiva (C., A-mi-tco cbing; Jap., 
Amida Kyd FJSftPt ; T. 366). The text is a dialogue between Shakyamuni and 
Sariputra. Shakyamuni tells Sariputra about Amida, about His land, about how 
to be reborn there, and urges faith in Amida and aspiration to be reborn. Spe
cifically he says that Amida is called Amida (Amitabha, Amitayus) because His 
light (the splendor emanating from His aureole, from His various Buddha-marks, 
and from His body in general, which symbolizes His compassion) is boundless, 
illumining all Buddha-lands in all the ten quarters, because the length of His 
life is infinite, and because the number of beings in His land are infinite. Shak
yamuni further says that Amida’s land is called Utter Bliss (Skt., Sukhavati; 
Jap., Gokuraku) because the beings in the land have no suffering and experience 
only pleasure. And he goes on to describe the various “meritorious adorn
ments” (budoku sbogon of the land which have been accomplished
through Amida’s long bodhisattva endeavor and which induce the beings of 
the land to progress quickly on the path of Buddhahood, such as the land’s 
pavilions, groves, ponds, birds, et cetera.

Then, in the most important passage of the surra, Shakyamuni declares that 
those who singlemindedly “hold” (sbuji the name of the Buddha for from
one to seven days will on their deaths be welcomed by Amida Buddha and led 
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to rebirth in the Pure Land.16 “Hold the name” can be interpreted as either 
meditation on the name, that is, meditative nembutsu, or invocation of the 
name, that is, vocal nembutsu.17 However, it is clearly not contemplative, or 
visional, nembutsu.

16 T. 366, XD, 347b.
17 The original Sanskrit of sbiji is manankara, “bearing or pondering in mind;” sec 

Fujiwara, Nembutsu sbiso, pp. 35 and 38.

Later we will see that distinctions between these various types of nembutsu 
are important, because in both China and Japan a popular Pure Land move
ment developed emphasizing vocal nembutsu and rejecting contemplative 
nembutsu.

The Meditation Sutra is a late Mahayana work probably compiled in Central 
Asia or Chinese Turkestan as late as the fourth century. The only translation 
into Chinese was by KalayaSas, between 424 and 453 (C., Kuan wu-liang-sbou-fu 
cJbing; Jap., Kam muryojubutsu kyo “Contemplation on the Buddha of
Infinite Life Sutra"; T. 365). This is one of a number of sutras teaching contem
plation which were introduced to China during the fifth and sixth centuries 
and provided concrete methods for contemplative nembutsu and Amida 
worship.

The Meditation Sutra begins with a long introductory section. It is related 
that one time when Shakyamuni was residing in Rajagrha, the crown prince of 
Rajagrha, Ajatasatru, imprisoned his father and mother, the king and queen, 
intending to kill them. The queen mother, Vaidehi, then prayed to the Buddha 
Shakyamuni for help and He miraculously came to her side to console her. 
Vaidehi thereupon asked to be taught of a place with no grief and suffering 
where she could be reborn in her next life. Shakyamuni presented her with a 
vision of Amida’s Pure Land. She then asked for a way to meditate on that land 
so as to be reborn there. Shakyamuni Buddha’s instructions are the famous 
thirteen contemplations on the Pure Land and Amida. Here arc their traditional 
titles:

1. Sun contemplation (Nikkan 0 ft): Contemplation in sitting 
posture on the setting sun in the west, first with eyes open, then 
visualizing it clearly with eyes closed.

2. Water Contemplation (Suikan ^ft): Contemplation on clear, 
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pure water developing into contemplation on various adornments 
of the Pure Land—banners, nets, pavilions, et cetera.

3. Ground contemplation (Jikan **1ft): Comtemplation on the 
ground of the Pure Land of Utmost Bliss.

4. Treasure-Trees Contemplation (Hoju kan $W1ft): Contempla
tion on the trees of the Pure Land which are of seven treasure
gems.

5. Treasure-Pond Contemplation (Hdcbi kan
6. Treasure-Pavilion Contemplation (Hdro kan <1ft).
7. Lotus Dais Contemplation (Keza kan 9 Contemplation on 

the lotus blossom dais of Amida Buddha which has eighty-four 
thousand petals of enormous size, each ornamented with countless 
colorful gems, and the whole covered with brilliant jewelled 
canopies, banners, and nets. The pracricer is instructed to con
template each detail, such as the leaves and their veins, gems, et 
cetera, separately and to see them as clearly as his own face in a 
mirror.

8. Amida Buddha Image Contemplation (Zokan Contempla
tion of an image of Amida and of His attendant bodhisattvas, 
Kannon (Avalokitesvara) and Daiseishi (Mahasthamaprapta), in 
preparation for contemplation of Amida Buddha Himself.

9. True Body Contemplation (Sbinshin kan X A1ft): Contemplation 
on the Buddha-marks, light, et cetera, of Amida Buddha Himself.

10. Kannon Contemplation (Kannon kan 1ft ia 1ft).
11. Daiseishi Contemplation (Daiseiibi kan :*t#M1ft).
12. General Contemplation (Fukan 4Mft): Contemplation on one’s 

own rebirth into the Pure Land and of all the sounds and sights 
thereof.

13. Mixed Contemplation (Zow kan $1*31ft): Contemplation on a 
sixteen-foot image of Amida, et cetera.

Here are the sutra’s injunctions for accomplishing the central True Body 
Contemplation, number nine:

The Buddha [Shakyamuni] said to Ananda and Vaidehi, “When 
you have perfected this meditation (w ®), you should next contem-
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plate (kan M) the Buddha-marks and brilliance of the Buddha ofEtemal 
Life. Ananda, this you must realize. The body of the Buddha ofEtemal 
Life is of a gold color like a hundred trillion Jambu River sand golden 
Yama gods. The Buddha’s body is as tall as six hundred thousand 
nayutas™ of Ganges Rivers’ sands of yojanat18 19 tall. The luminous tuft 
of white hair [Buddha-mark] (byakugt 6 between his brows curls 
to the right in a volute as great as five Mount Sumerus. The Buddha’s 
eyes are pure blue and bright as the water of the four great seas. The 
brilliance from the pores of his body is like Mount Sumeru. His aureole 
(enko Fl #;) is like ten billion three-thousand-great-thousand-worlds 
(wizen daisen sekai and within its brilliance are an infinite

18 Nayuta means one hundred billion.
19 Ayojana is usually considered to be about nine miles or the distance yoked oxen can 

travel in a day.

Ganges Rivers’ sands of manifested Buddhas (kebutsu Each
manifested Buddha has innumerable manifested bodhisattvas as
attendants. The Buddha of Eternal Life has eighty-four thousand major 
Buddha-marks like these; each major mark has eighty-four thousand 
minor Buddha-marks, and each minor mark has moreover eighty-four 
thousand rays of light. Each ray of light shines on the nembutsu prac
tices of all the worlds of the ten quarters, taking them in and never 
abandoning them.

These rays oflight, major and minor marks, and manifested Buddhas 
cannot be fully told of. You should just meditate (okuso KS) and see 
them in your mind’s eye. If you see these, you will see all the Buddhas 
of the ten quarters. Seeing all Buddhas is called nembutsu-samadhi. 
Achieving this contemplation is called contemplating all Buddha- 
bodies. By contemplating the Buddha-bodies we also see (ken JL) the 
Buddha-heart. The Buddha-heart is Great Compassion. It is uncon
ditioned compassion embracing all sentient beings. When those who 
contemplate like this abandon their bodies [die], they will in another 
life be bom before all the Buddhas and attain realization of non-birth-

1 •

non-production (musbo ninj*£. &). Therefore the wise will concentrate 
their hearts and clearly contemplate the Buddha of Eternal Life.

If you would contemplate the Buddha ofEtemal Life, gain entrance 
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by proceeding from one Buddha-mark. Just contemplate the tuft of 
luminous hair between the Buddha’s brows. If you see (ken JL) the 
tuft ofluminous hair between the brows with perfect clarity, all eighty- 
four thousand major and minor marks will naturally appear. To see 
the Buddha of Eternal Life is to see all the infinite Buddhas of the ten 
quarters. And to attain a vision (toku ken & JI) of all the infinite Buddhas 
is to receive before all Buddhas a prophecy [of future BuddhahoodJ. 
This [contemplation] is the complete contemplation of all Buddha- 
marks (sbiki so fe S)20 called the ninth contemplation. Contemplating 
thus is called correct contemplation. Any other contemplation is to 
be called a wrong contemplation.”21

20 So S8 seems to be an error for w ft; see T., XII, 343c, n. 31.
21 T., XU, 343 b-c; SBE> Vol. XLIX, Pt. II, pp. 17^-180.
22 T., XII, 343a.

This is the culmination of the Meditation Sutra’s teaching on Buddha con
templation. Along with the other twelve contemplations, it had an immense 
effect, both as inspiration and practical instruction, on the Pure Land move
ment. We should not further that most of the contemplations end with a 
formula like, “If one perfects this contemplation he will canoel fifty billion 
kalpas of samsaric sinful deeds and will surely be reborn in the Pure Land of 
Utter Bliss.”22 The rebirth taught by the Meditation Sutra depends ultimately 
on the compassion of Amida Buddha, but it operates according to the principles 
of karma cancellation and merit accumulation through nembutsu.

At the dose of the thirteenth contemplation the subject of the sutra abruptly 
shifts from the method of contemplation to a classification of types ofbeings and 
the requirements for, and nature of, their rebirth into the Pure Land. All sentient 
beings are classified into nine grades according to their faith, practice, and 
manner of rebirth. They are divided into three groups, each group containing 
three grades of rebirth. Here is the surra’s description of the rebirth of the upper 
group’s upper grade ofbeings:

The Buddha said to Ananda and Vaidehi, “The upper group’s upper 
grade of beings are those sentient beings who resolve to be bom in 
that land, arouse the three devotional hearts (sansbin H«c) and are 
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therefore reborn. What are the three? The first is sincerity; the second 
is deep faith; the third is dedicating [merit] and longing [for rebirth]. 
If they possess the three devotional hearts, they will necessarily be 
reborn in that country.

There are also three types of beings [within this grade] who will 
attain rebirth. What are these three? The first is [beings who] com
passionately do not kill and who keep the precepts. The second is 
[beings who] recite the Mahayana Vaipulya scriptures. The third is 
[beings who] practice the six reflections (roku and dedicate
their merit in longing for rebirth. If they maintain this merit for from 
one to seven days, they will then attain rebirth. When they are reborn 
in that country, because these men have striven diligently, Amida 
Tathagata with Kannon, Daiseishi, innumerable manifested Buddhas, 
a great host of a hundred thousand bhikshus and shramanas, and 
innumerable devas and seven-jewel palaces, will come and appear 
before the practicer, Kannon bodhisattva and Daiseishi bodhisattva 
holding a golden dais. Amida Buddha will release a great beam of light 
illumining the practicer’s body and with all the bodhisattvas will 
offer his hand in welcome. Kannon and Daiseishi with innumerable 
bodhisattvas will praise the pracricer and encourage him. When the 
practicer sees this he will dance for joy. He will find himself riding the 
golden dais. Following after the Buddha, in the snap of a finger he will 
be reborn in that country. When he has been reborn in that country he 
will see that Buddha’s physical body with all its Buddha-marks, and 
he will see all the bodhisattvas’ bodies with their marks. The light 
and the treasure trees will preach the wondrous dharma, and when 
he has heard this he will become enlightened to the realization of non- 
birth-non-production. In the interval of an instant he will travel to 
and serve all the Buddhas in all the realms of the ten quarters, will 
before each Buddha receive a prophecy [of his future Buddhahood], 
and will return to the original country, obtaining the teaching on the 
hundred thousand dharanis. This is called the upper grade of the upper 
group.”23

23 T., XU, 3440345a; SHE, Vol. XLIX, Pt. U, pp. 189-90.
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This is a description of the faith, discipline, and rebirth of the very best of 
sentient beings. The three devotional hearts (tansbin HiC) in particular became 
very important as the standard of Pure Land faith. The succeeding grades of 
beings gradually decline from this excellence until for the lowest grade of the 
lowest group is described the evil life and inferior manner of rebirth of the worst 
beings:

The Buddha said to Ananda and Vaidhei, “The lower group’s lower 
grade of beings are those sentient beings who commit evil karma such 
as the five irreversible evils,24 the ten violations,25 and all other evils. 
Because of his bad karma a foolish man such as this ought to descend 
into a bad existence [in the next life] and spend many kalpas receiving 
limitless suffering. When such a foolish man is about to die, he will meet 
a good friend and teacher who will console him in various ways preach
ing the good dharma and urging him to nembutsu. But oppressed 
with sufferings this man will not be able to nembutsu. Then the good 
friend and teacher will say, ‘If you can’t nen you should call (sbo 
“Buddha of Eternal Life.” In this way, not letting your voice cease, 
accomplish ten ntn calling (sbo “Namu Amida Butsu?” Because of 
calling the Buddha’s name, with each nen he will cancel eight billion 
kalpas of samsaric sinful deeds. At the end of his life he will see before 
him a golden lotus blossom [dais] like the sun’s disk and in an instant he 
will attain rebirth in the Land of Utmost Bliss. He will remain in the 
[closed] lotus blossom for a full twelve great kalpas and then the lotus 
blossom will open. With a voice of great compassion, Kannon and 
Daiseishi will preach for him the dharma on Suchness (sbobojuso & 

and on the cancellation of sinful karma (jometru zaibo >£).

24 Sec above, p. 15, n. 15.
25 Usually listed as killing, stealing, adultery, lying, double-tongue, coarse language, 

filthy language, covetousness, anger, and perverted views.
26 T., XU, 346a-b; SBE, Vol. XLIX, Pt. II, pp. 197-99.

When he has heard this, he will rejoice and immediately arouse the 
Wfo-mind. This is called the lower grade of the lower group... .”26

The exact meaning of “ten W’ in “accomplish ten nai calling, cNamu Amida
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Butsu* ” is unclear. It can mean ten instants, ten times, ten thoughts, or ten 
nembutsu. But by coupling “nen*3 with “call” this passage emphatically teaches 
rebirth by vocal nembutsu, that is, by invocation of the sacred formula Namu 
Amida Butsu. Moreover this invocational nembutsu is prescribed as practice for 
rebirth for the very lowest of mortals. Later we will see bow important this 
teaching became in the hands of the Chinese Pure Land teachers.

Thus the Meditation Sutra*! teachings on nembutsu encompass an extremely 
broad range. They set out both the difficult, contemplative nembutsu of the 
thirteen contemplations and also an easy vocal nembutsu for those incapable 
of contemplation. This breadth has undoubtedly been one of the reasons for 
its great popularity and influence.

Another text of great importance for its teachings on nembutsu is the so- 
called Pasubandbu Pure Land Sbastra. This is a text attributed to Vasubandhu 
("• fifth century A.D.), and was translated in 529 A.D. by Bodhiruci (C., 
IP'udiang-shou-cbing yu-fo-fi-sbe yiian-sheng cbieb; Jap., Muryojukyo ubadanba 
gansho ge “Gatba in Aspiration for Rebirth Interpreting
the Larger Pure Land Sutra*3; T. 1524; also known as the Ojo Jodo ron -i-lfi,
Ojd ron, and Jddo ron). The work consists of a short verse section expressing 
aspiration for rebirth and praising Amida and his land, and a somewhat longer 
prose section purporting to interpret the verse. The gist of the prose section 
is its teaching on the fivefold nembutsu (jgonen mon This is a complex
of nembutsu centered practices presented as a way to attain rebirth. Here is a 
translation of the passage setting out the fivefold nembutsu:

If a good man or a good woman practices the fivefold nembutsu, 
when his practice has been accomplished he will gain rebirth in the 
Land ofPeace and Bliss and behold Amida Buddha. What is the fivefold 
nembutsu? The first is nembutsu-veneration (raibai mon the
second is nembutsu-praise (sandan the third is nembutsu-
aspiration (sagan mon the fourth is nembutsu-contemplation
(kanxatsu mon the fifth is nembutsu-dedication (eko mon

What is veneration? It is venerating with physical karma Amida, 
the Tathagata, the Arhat, the Perfectly Enlightened One, wishing to 
be born in that country.
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What is praise? It is praising with oral karma, calling that Tatha- 
gata’s name, [praising Him] for His light and wisdom and for the sig
nificance of His name, desiring truly to practice in accord [with His 
excellence].

What is aspiration? It is from the heart always aspiring and single 
mindedly nen-ing in order to eventually be reborn in the Land of Peace 
and Bliss, desiring to truly practice lamatba?7

What is contemplation? It is with wisdom properly nen-ing and 
contemplating that [land and Buddha], desiring to truly practice 
iyana. There are three kinds of contemplation: (i) Contemplating that 
land’s meritorious adornments (kudoku sbogon £ M), (2) contem
plating Amida Buddha’s meritorious adornments, and (3) contem
plating that [land’s] bodhisattvas’ meritorious adornments.

What is dedication? It is vowing not to abandon suffering sentient 
beings, but with dedication [of one’s own merit to them for their 
rebirth] as the source perfecting the great compassionate heart.27 28

27 Samatba means quiescence or tranquillity. It is usually found coupled with vipafyana, 
which means insight or realization (yipafyand occurs just below, (amatba at the description 
of wm^rxw-conteinplation). Samatba-vipatyand is a traditional form of meditation where the 
mind is quieted permitting insight and realization.

28 T., XXVI, 231b.

This broadly inclusive yet concise statement of Pure Land practice became 
in China and Japan something of a standard or classic formulation of nembutsu. 
It considerably influenced later masters, even though they often departed from 
its rigorous demands to devise simpler forms of Pure Land worship. Here we 
should note that the fivefold nembutsu centers on contemplation of Amida and 
His land, that is, on contemplative nembutsu. However, vocal nembutsu is also 
taught as an aspect of nembutsu-praise. In addition to these thorough Pure 
Land texts there are others which were important for Pure Land thought in 
China. Among sutras there are such works as the Buddha Contemplation Samadhi 
Ocean Sutra (Skt., Buddha dhyana samadhi sagara sutra; C., kuan-fu san-mei bai cbing; 
Jap., Kambutsu zammai koi kyd T. 643), and the Bodhisattva
Nembutsu-samadhi Sutra (Skt., Bodhisattva buddbanusmrti samadhi sutra; C., Fu-sa 
nien-fu san-mei cbing; Jap.>Bosatsu nembutsu zammai kyd £ ; T. 414).
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Among shastras containing important nembutsu teachings are the Maha prajnd 
paramita tistra (C.,Ta cbib-tu ching; Jap., Dai chido ron T. 1509), and
the Sbastra an the Ten Bodhisattva Stages (Skt., Dafabhumika vibbdsa sdstra; C., 
Sbib-cbu Jfun-ffo-sha lun; Jap., Juju bibasba ron T. 1521). These
texts teach nembutsu-samadhi and kambutsu-samadhi—virtually identical 
terms—which consist of contemplation of the Buddhas in first their apparent 
and then their absolute aspect. Contemplation of the apparent aspect often 
takes the form of visualization of a Buddha’s thirty-two Buddha-marks, and 
contemplation on the absolute aspect becomes deep meditation on the Dharma
body or Suchness (tatha, jissS ^40) of the Buddha. In contra-distinction to 
the more thorough Pure Land texts described above, however, these texts 
do not exclusively focus on rebirth as the goal of nembutsu practice and they 
do not center on Amida alone but generally direct their nembutsu to all the 
Buddhas of the ten quarters.

One exception is the ninth chapter of the Sbastra on tbe Ten Bodhisattva Stages, 
the "Chapter on the Easy Practice” (C., “I-hsing p’in”; Jap., "Igyo bon” 
§Wp). It distinguishes clearly between the Pure Land Way and other ways 
to enlightenment, teaching that there is the difficult way of bodhisattva 
practice and the easy way of nembutsu. Moreover, it urges vocal nembutsu 
and centers on Amida Buddha. The teachings of this chapter were very im
portant for the development of an independent, popular Pure I^and movement 
in China.

We have now outlined the nembutsu teachings of the major Pure Land 
sutras and shastras. We can see that nembutsu embraces a considerable range 
of practices. In general, we can distinguish in these texts three types of nem
butsu: (1) contemplative nembutsu—visualizing the Buddha Amida or His 
attributes, as is taught, for instance, in the True Body Contemplation of the 
Meditation Sutra; (2) invocational nembutsu—reciting the name of the Buddha 
with the sacred formula Amida Buddha, as in the passage on the lowest 
grade of the lowest group of beings of the Meditation Sutra; and (3) meditational 
nembutsu—thinking or dwelling on the Buddha or his attributes or his non- 
objectifiable ultimate nature without either visualizing these or reciting his 
name, as is taught to one degree or another in almost all the Pure Land sutras. 
These types of nembutsu are often taught in conjunction of course, and more
over, we should bear in mind that in any particular passage we are often quite 
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unable to determine which of these three basic types is intended. In fact, we 
have seen how in the Chinese translations the terms nen and nembutsu (C., 
nien-fu) were amenable to broad interpretations as nembutsu in general, or even 
as a particular one of these three types of nembutsu according to the predilection 
of the interpreter.

The relation of types of nembutsu to types of beings—within the framework 
of nembutsu as the medium of communion between beings and Buddha—is 
also an important aspect of the teachings of these sutras. We have seen that the 
Larger Sutra and the Meditation Sutra teach that even the lowest of sentient 
beings can attain rebirth by nembutsu. These conceptions of nembutsu and 
beings and their mutual relation were the fundamental ideas that the Chinese 
masters dealt with in shaping an indigenous Pure Land movement. Let us 
proceed to examine that movement.

Tbe Cbtnese Development of Pure Land Buddhism

Introduction and early development
Pure Land Buddhism was probably among the earliest forms of Buddhism 

introduced to China. It was popular in North West India and Chinese Turkes
tan, and some of the first texts translated into Chinese were Pure Land sutras. 
The Larger Sutra is recorded as having been translated in 147-86, 223-28, 252, 
258, 308, 419, 421 (twice), and 424-41.29 It would seem that there was con
siderable Pure Land faith, particularly centering around the Larger Sutra. 
However, Pure Land faith of the period from the first to the fourth century, 
like that of Buddhist faith generally, seems to have been mixed with magico- 
rcligious Taoistic folk beliefs such as belief in immortals, in the Yellow Em
peror, in healing, and so forth. Moreover, what pure faith there was, such as 
that of the celebrated priest Chih-tun X& (314-366), was not at all exclusive 
but was held along with other Buddhist faiths, such as faith in Maitreya, or it 
accompanied a search forprajndparamitd wisdom. As with the Buddhist move
ment in general, Pure Land Buddhism had to await two reforming influences— 
that from within ofTao-aniit^c and his disciple, Hui-yiian gi®, and that from 
without of Kumarajiva.

29 Tsukamoto, Fuan to gongy, pp. 50-51.
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Kumarajiva (343-412) arrived in the northern capital Chang-an in 401. 
His arrival marked the end of the period of preparatory assimilation of Bud
dhism in China and the beginning of a period of mature development.30 His 
contribution was twofold. First, he translated scores of important Mahayana 
texts authoritatively and in a good Chinese style. Secondly, he transmitted for 
the first time clearly and correctly the Nagarjuna systemization of prajna 
paramitd thought, the Madhyamika doctrine. Both contributions were import
ant for the development of Chinese Pure Land Buddhism.31 First, Kumarajiva 
translated the Smaller Pure Land Sutra and also the Sbastra on the Ten Bodhisattva 
Stages and the Prajnaparamitd idstra which contain important Pure Land teachings. 
In his role as transmitter of the true Madhyamika doctrine, Kumarajiva helped 
to purify and enrich the Chinese understanding of Pure Land conceptions. We 
have noted that Pure Land faith was confounded with Taoist and magico- 
religious beliefs. Up until Kumarajiva’s arrival this was true of Buddhist faith 
in general. Particularly the concept of funyata—void or emptiness—the key 
term of prajna paramitd thought, was confused with the Lao-tzu-Chuang-tzu 
idea of “nothingness” (tpu M). In his teachings and translations, Kumarajiva 
for the first time clearly distinguished iunyatd from tpu and clearly expressed 
in Chinese the meaning of sunyata. He also incorporated Pure Land thought 
into this genuine Madhyamika position. Kumarajiva interpreted Amida Buddha 
as an expression offw^/J and recommended nembutsu as a means of realizing 
tuny at a or ultimate wisdom, prajna.

30 For a good, concise treatment of Kumarajiva’s career sec Tsukamoto, Fuan to gongu, 
PP- 5^55-

31 Kumarajiva’s and Hui-yiian’s contributions to Pure Land Buddhism are well treated 
by Mochizuki Shinkft, Cbigoku Jodo Jtydri sbi3 pp. 24-28, and Ishida Mitsuyuki, Jodokyd 
kyorisbi, pp. 4^-56. Also see Erik Ziircher, Tbe Buddhist Conquest of China, I, 86-91, 145-158, 
and 219-255.

However, it was Hui-yiian (334-416) who transformed Kumaijiva’s theory 
into practice. In 402 Hui-yiian, together with one hundred and twenty-three 
fellow believers, lay and cleric, organized a nembutsu society, later called the 
White Lotus Society, centering on Amida and dedicated to achieving nembutsu- 
samadhi and prajna realization. Their nembutsu practice was contemplative in 
nature. That is, they meditated on the appearance of Amida—first perhaps 
using an image and then just their mind’s eye—attempting to attain a vision 
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of the actual Buddha Amida and to realize the ultimate funyatd or voidness and 
absolute truth embodied in Amida Buddha as representative of all Buddhas 
and Buddha-nature. This realization and also the process to it was known as 
nembutsu-samadhi. The source of this nembutsu as well as Kumarajiva’s 
theorization of it was the Seeing All Buddha*s Samadhi Sutra which we have 
mentioned as teaching both frrajndpdramitd ideas and Pure Land faith.

However, the members of Hui-yuan’s White Lotus Society were all privileged 
clerics or educated gentry, and the Society had no direct influence on the re
ligious beliefs or practices of its time. Moreover, we should point out that his 
Pure Land faith was neither exclusive nor thorough. The purpose of his nem
butsu was prajna realization and not rebirth. His Amida worship and nembutsu 
practice were but a means to achieve a goal alien to Pure Land faith—immediate 
enlightenment in the present incarnation by one’s own efforts independent of 
the compassion and vows of Amida Buddha. Yet Hui-yiian’s nembutsu-sodety 
had great significance for the development of Pure Land Buddhism in China 
and Japan. First, as we have noted, it actualized Kumarajiva’s Pure Land for
mulations, firmly grounding Pure Land faith and practioe on genuine and 
fundamental Mahayana principles and purifying these of magico-religious and 
Taoistic elements. Secondly, Hui-ytian’s contemplative nembutsu-samadhi 
became the prototype for a nembutsu method, the TSen-taS Constantly 
Walking Samadhi, which later became the foundation of nembutsu practice in 
Japan. Furthermore, the White Lotus Society served as an inspiration for Pure 
Land faith and as a model for countless later nembutsu-sodeties.

We have traced the development of Chinese Pure Land Buddhism through 
the period of introduction. Let us proceed to outline the development of an 
independent Pure Land movement.

An Independent Pure Land movement: The Sui-Tang school

The founder of an independent and genuine Pure Land movement in China 
was 'Tan-luan (476-542).32 His major work is the Qwirawtary on tbe 
Pasubandbu Pure LandSastra (C., Wang-sbeng lun ebu; Jap., tydron ebu

32 The best treatment of the thought of the Chinese Pure Land masters is to be found 
in Mochizuki, Cbugoku Jodo kjtori tbi.
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T. 1819). Though based on the Fasubandhu Sbastra, it draws heavily on other 
basic Pure Land texts also. In this work T*an-luan clearly drew out the distinc
tion between the difficult path of bodhisattvas and the easy Pure Land path 
first taught in the “Chapter on the Easy Practice” of the Sbastra on the Ten 
Bodhisattva Stages, making this the distinguishing principle of an independent 
Pure Land movement. He pointed out that the difficult way is based on self
power and the Pure Land Way on other-power, that is, on Amida Buddha’s 
power of salvation operating through His original vows.33 The significance 
of his position can be most clearly seen if we compare it to that of Hui-yiian. 
Hui-yiian used nembutsu as a means to achieve prajna wisdom by his own 
self-efforts. T*an-luan considered nembutsu the best practice for salvation, that 
is, for rebirth, because nembutsu is the easiest practice through the power of 
Amida’s compassionate vows.

33 T., XXXX, 8z6a-b, 843 c-844a.
34 T., XXXX, 834c.
3s Jbid.
36 Kenneth K. S. Ch‘cn, Buddhism in China: A Historical Sketch, pp. 170-173; Ch‘en 

summarizes the results of Tsukamoto Zcnryu’s studies.

T^an-luan taught contemplative nembutsu as did Hui-yuan but did not 
limit nembutsu to this type of practice. He apparently interpreted nen of the 
eighteenth vow’s “ten nen” as nembutsu in general and taught that rebirth 
could be achieved through meditative, contemplative, or invocational nem
butsu.34 He interpreted “ten” of “ten nen” as indicating merely sincere, single 
minded, continuous practice, that is, as easy practice suitable for common, 
lower grade, less capable beings.35 In this way he strongly affirmed the pos
sibility of rebirth for the common man and also opened the way for an inter
pretation of the nen of the eighteenth vow as invocational nembutsu. Archeolog
ical evidence shows that from about the time of 'Tan-luan's Pure Land min
istry and in the locality where he labored Amida Pure Land worship increased 
strikingly.36 He not only laid the doctrinal foundation for an independent Pure 
Land movement but also initiated a tide of popular Pure I>and faith.

T<an-luan’s spiritual successor was Tao-ch£o it(562-645). Tao-ch‘o is 
the first thinker of a group we shall call the Sui-Tcang Pure Land school. The 
members of this group share certain important characteristics and are notable 
for formulating and popularizing a vigorous Pure Land movement that spanned 
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the Sui Dynasty (589-618) and the first century of the T*ang Dynasty (618- 
9O7>

Tao-ch‘o become converted to Pure Land faith when he read of T*an-luan’s

mje.

career on his grave monument. In his only surviving work, the Collection on 
Sukhavati (C., An-lo chi; Jap., Anraku sbu T. 1958), Tao-ch£o dearly
shows his spiritual descent from 'Van-luan by giving T‘an-luan’s distinction 
between the easy Pure Land path and the difficult bodhisattva path a cosmo
logical-historical justification. Buddhist cosmology early adopted the Indian 
idea of evolving world cycles and formulated the doctrine that there would 
come about a period of cosmic decline during which the dharma, that is, the 
Buddhist religion, would also decay, known as “the latter age of the Law” 

5fc&). Many people in Tao-ch‘o’s age, including Tao-ch£o himself, 
passionately believed that this time had come. Tao-ch‘o related this view to the 
easy Pure Land Way singled out by T*an-luan and claimed that the Pure Land 
Way ^Jodo mon in addition to being easy, is the only possible way to
salvation in the latter age of the Law. All non-Purc Land teachings he character
ized as the Way of Saintly Self-endeavor (shodo mon f?3LH) suitable to an earlier 
age but utterly futile in the present. Moreover, he related this cosmological- 
historical view to a theory of man. He emphasized that the potential of sentient 
beings—whom he characterized as “common beings” (bombv JLX)—had also 
declined in the present age and that such “common beings” were no longer 
capable of the sustained effort and discipline necessary to reach enlightenment 
by their own efforts. And finally, what is most significant for our study, he 
urged vocal, invocational, nembutsu as the best of all Pure Land practices for 
such beings in such an age.37 Thus he succeeded in providing a clear rational 
or justification for exclusive adherence to Pure Land faith and practices and 
especially to the easy practice of invocational nembutsu. In spite of this thorough 
stand, however, he did not found a Pure Land sect, nor did he abandon contem
plative nembutsu. His total nembutsu position is rather obscure, but he clearly 
valued nemlmtsu-kambutsu-samadbi very highly, apparently assigning it to more 
capable beings and urging simple vocal nembutsu for the great mass of spiritual
ly incapable mankind.38

37 T.» XLVH, 42-b.
38 T., XLVn, 6b-7a, 8a-9b, lie.
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Tao-ch*o’s disciple Shan-tao (613-681), the most famous and prolific 
member of the Sui-T*ang Pure Land school, brought independent Chinese Pure 
Land thought to its highest point. He left five works, three of which will con
cern us here because they contain the most important of his teachings. For
tunately these works show a development from earlier to later thought, and 
thus we may treat them singly.39

39 See Fujiwara, Nembutsu Sbiso, pp. 204-09.
40 T., XLVII, 24*b.

The Amida Buddha Nembutsu-samadhi Contemplation Method (C., Kuan-nien 
A-mi-tco-fu-bsiang bai-san-mei kung-te fa-men; Jap., Amidabutsusd kaizammai
kudoku bomon T. 1959; usually shortened to
Karmen bomon) is apparently an early work. As the title suggests it sets out a 
practical method of nembutsu contemplation. This method, based largely on 
the Seeing All Buddhas Samadhi Sutra and the Meditation Sutra, instructs the 
practicer to perform nembutsu for an uninterrupted period of seven days, only 
standing or sitting and never sleeping, but just incessantly contemplating the 
Buddha-marks of Amida Buddha while calling his name in the hope of attaining 
a vision of Him. The purpose is to accumulate merit, cancel bad karma, and 
become assured of rebirth in Amida’s Pure Land.40 We might say that it is a 
thoroughly Pure Land form of the contemplative nembutsu first taught in 
China by Hui-yiian. Yet the concern for the less capable common man and high 
regard for vocal nembutsu which we found in T*an-luan and Tao-ch‘o and which 
are characteristics of the Sui-'Fang school are hardly to be found here. We have 
instead a rather formalistic contemplative nembutsu method better suited to 
disciplined clergy than to common laymen.

Shan-tao* s Hjww to Rebirth (C., Wang-sheng li-tsan cbieb; Jap., Of) raison ge 
; T. 1980) reveals a more mature stage of thought. As an introduc

tion to the six hymns in this work Shan-tao sets out a summary of the faith, 
practice, and mode of practice (ansbin kigyo sago J$<) necessary for
rebirth. As Pure Land faith he urges the three devotional hearts of the Medita
tion Sutra, as practice the fivefold nembutsu of the Vdsubandbu Pure Land Sbastra, 
and as mode of practice the so-called “four modes of practice” (shisbu ho rafU/i) 
—lifelong, reverent, ceaseless, and exclusive practice. The key to Zendo’s 
entire thought is to be found here in his interpretation of the Medstation Sutra’s 
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three devotional hearts, particularly the second of these, deep faith (Jinsbin 
This is how he formulates “deep faith”:

The second, deep faith, is true faith (sbinjitsu shinjin M It is
deep conviction (sbincbi that [on the one hand] we ourselves 
are passion ridden common beings (bombu lacking of good roots,
transmigrating in the triple world41 unable to escape this burning 
house, and because (on the other hand] it is deep faith (sbmcbi 
without even a single moment of doubt, that now by Amida’s great 
original vows and by calling Amida’s name as few as ten times or even 
once, we will surely gain rebirth.42

41 The tangai H#; the world of samsara.
42 T., XLVII, 438c.

We see that Shan-tao interprets deep faith as, on the one hand, deep convic
tion of our own inferiority as bombu common beings. Shan-tao himself had a 
passionate conviction of the insurmountable karmic burden of sentient beings, 
of their deep delusion folly and greed, of their passion stained nature, one 
might even say sinful nature. All this he summed up in the term bombuR^^ 
inferior, unworthy, common being. This conviction of human fallibility seems 
to have been one of the sources of his fervent Pure Land faith and powerful 
mission. The other source, as we see in his interpretation of “deep faith,” was 
his faith in the saving power of Amida Buddha through the agency of his 
vows, especially the eighteenth vow which he read as promising rebirth by 
vocal nembutsu. This interpretation, and particularly the reading of the eigh
teenth vow as just vocal nembutsu, was a very significant step in the develop
ment of Chinese Pure Land Buddhist thought.

We will recall that T'an-luan included vocal nembutsu within the range of 
the eighteenth vow’s nembutsu teachings, and that Tao-ch4o urged vocal 
nembutsu as especially appropriate for common beings. Here in his explanation 
of “deep faith” Shan-tao interprets the eighteenth vow as teaching only vocal 
nembutsu, and moreover considers all beings as common bombu. This is tanta
mount to taking the position that the only proper religious endeavor for all 
sentient beings is invocation of the sacred name of Amida Buddha. However, 
in the Hymns to Rebirth Shan-tao does not explicitly take this position. He still 
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urges the practice of contemplative nembutsu also.43 But he does explicitly 
insist on exclusive Pure Land faith and practice, rejecting all other forms of 
Buddhist belief and endeavor.44

43 It is included in “practice” (Kigyo); ibid.
44 T., XLVH, 439c.
45 T., XXXVII, 272a-b.
46 For characteristic nembutsu teachings of Chia-ts‘ai see T. 1963* XLVII, 89-903; 

for those of Huai-kan sec T. i960, XLVII, 59c-6oa, 70c, 75c-d, and 76b-c.

It is only in his Commentary on the Meditation Sutra (C., Kuan jpu-liang-shou-fu- 
cbing sbu; Jap., Kan muryojubutsukyo sbo T. 1753) that Shan-tao
took the extreme Pure Land position for which he is most famous. In the last 
chapter of this four chapter work he raises vocal nembutsu to the position of 
the only proper and necessary practice for rebirth. He does not reject con
templative nembutsu entirely, but relegates it—together with reciting Pure 
Land texts, ritual veneration (faihaf), ritual worship (kuyo), and praise of 
Amida Buddha—to the role of an assisting practice. All other forms of worship 
and practice are rejected.45 This is the most thorough position Chinese Pure 
Land Buddhist thought was to achieve. It was only in Japan that a more 
thoroughly popularized position was reached.

There are two other prominent members of what we are calling the Sui- 
T^ang Pure Land School. They are Chia-ts‘ai a contemporary of Shan-tao, 
who left a text entitled Treatise on the Pure Land (C., Ching-t’u lun; Jap., Jodo ron 

; T. 1963), and Huai-kan (d. ca. 710), Shan-tao’s one-time disciple, 
who wrote a work called Interpretations on tbe Multitude of Pure Land Problems 
(C., Shih cbing-t‘u chun-i lun: Jap., Shaku jodo gungi ron T. i960).
In general they did not go beyond the position of Shan-tao’s forerunner Tao- 
ch‘o. They valued vocal nembutsu highly, especially for bombu common beings, 
but considered contemplative nembutsu or nembutsu-kambutsu-samadbi to be a 
superior form of practice.46

In summary we can say that the distinguishing characteristics of the Sui- 
'Tang Pure Land school—in addition to its exclusive adherence to Pure Land 
faith and practices—were a great concern for the salvation of the ordinary man 
and high regard for the efficacy of vocal nembutsu, an exercise which they 
considered within the capacity of even the least spiritually capable of men.
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The significance of this movement is that in China it most nearly fulfilled the 
true mission of Pure Land faith, which is to bring within the reach of all men 
the deliverance taught by Shakyamuni. There is no doubt that both during and 
after the ministry of these Pure Land masters Pure Land faith flourished in 
China. After Huai-kan, however, the independent Pure Land movement 
declined, Pure Land practice and thought tending to accommodate itself to, 
and merge with, other Buddhist traditions. This movement, as we hope to 
show in a later paper, was to find its fulfillment in Japan.
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